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1st World Publishing, United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.SOMETHING ABOUT THE POEMS:
These are strong poems, brave works that are not afraid to identify pain-these poems come from
an examined life -we have a Book of Hours here that connects and wildly chronicles the givens of a
woman. -Rosaly DeMaios Roffman: IUP Prof. Emerita; author of The Approximate Message, In the
Fall of the Sparrow, and others. The poems here are full of elegant and perceptive surprises; they
are exacting in the way they seek out and find new uses for the language we know. Each poem sets
forth-measures and probes-by disappearing into, by entering into what Rilke called Die Dinge.
Together they provide an entirely new vista, one which spreads itself before us with breadth and
intricacy, intimacy and clarity. -Susan Kelly-DeWitt: author of The Fortunate Islands, Cassiopeia
Above the Banyan Tree, and others. Here are poems so penetrating in heart and intelligence, so
unflinching in their gaze upon the self and its obligations to the world, that we feel ourselves turned
upside down as we read, jostled from complacency into a desire...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally intriguing throgh reading time period. I am easily could get a pleasure of looking at a
composed book.
-- Dr . Julius Goodwin DDS-- Dr . Julius Goodwin DDS

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and not confusing. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel
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